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The object of this paper is to study the relationship between the module
which is a sum of hollow modules and the supplement of the module. Supple-
mented modules were first introduced by Y. Miyashita [4] and F. Kasch and
E. Mares [3]. If a module M is projective, M is a supplemented module if
and only if M is a semiperfect module. And it is a wellknown result that every
semiperfect module is a direct sum of local (projective) modules. By P. Fleury
[1], modules with finite spanning dimension are strongly supplemented and
represented as a sum of hollow modules. So we have the natural question
whether every supplemented module is a sum of hollow modules. In Theorem
8, we give equivalent conditions for a module to be represented as a sum of
hollow modules, in the case where the Jacobson radical of the module is small.
And we shall prove that the question is true for the module with small radical
(Proposition 9).
1. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, R will denote an associative ring with unit and all
modules will be unital right i?-modules. For an arbitrary module M, we
shall denote by J{M) the Jacobson radical of M.
Let A, B and X be submodules of a module M with A+X=M and BdX.
We call B is a supplement of A in X, or A has a supplement B in X> if the
following two conditions are satisfied.
(i) A+B=M.
(ii) If B'czB and A+B'=M then B'=B.
If every submodule of M has a supplement in M, then M is called a supple-
mented module. And if for every pair A, X of submodules of M with A+X=M,
A has a supplement in X, then M is called a strongly supplemented module.
A submodule K of M is said to be small in M if K+X=M implies X=M
for any submodule X of M. If every proper submodule of M is small in M>
we call M a hollow module [1]. We call M a local module if M has a unique
maximal submodule N which contains every proper submodule of M (con-
sequently N=J(M)). We notice that a local module is just the same with
a cyclic hollow module.
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We first begin with elementary properties for supplement and smallness.
Lemma 1 (Y. Miyashita [4]). Let M=A+B. Then B is a supplement
of A in M if and only if Af]B is small in B.
Lemma 2. Let MZ)AZ)BIDC. Then A\C is small in MjC if and only
if A\B is small in M\B and B\C is small in M\C.
Proof. The "only if" part is clear. We show the "if" part. Suppose
(AIC)+(XIC)=M/C for some submodule X of M. Then (AjB)+((X+B)jB)
=M/B. Since A\B is small in M\B, we have X+B=M. So (5/C)+(X/C)
=MjC. And X=M. Therefore A\C is small in M\C.
2. Coclosed submodules
DEFINITION (J.S. Golan [2]). Let A be a submodule of M. Then A is
called a coclosed submodule of M if A\B is not small in M\B for any proper
submodule B of A.
The relationship between the coclosed submodule and the supplement is
contained in the following proposition.
Proposition 3. Let M=A+B and B be a supplement of A in M. Then
we have following properties.
(1) B is a coclosed submodule of M.
(2) For CaAy M=C+B if and only if A\C is small in MjC.
(3) A is coclosed submodule of M if and only if A is also the supplement
of Bin M.
Proof. Since (1) can be easily verified and (3) is the consequence of (2),
we only show (2). Now
(AIC)+((B+C)IC) = (A+B)jC - M\C.
Hence, if ^4/Cis small in M/C, then B+C=M. Conversely, let M=C+B
(CdA) and {AjC)+(XIC)=MjC(CaXaM). Then,
By the minimality of B, B=B f] X. Hence XZ)B, and X=M since XZ)B+C
=M. Therefore A\C is small in M/C.
If M is a supplemented module, then, for every submodule A of M, A
is coclosed in M if and only if A is a supplement of some submodule in M (cf.
[2])
Proposition 4. Let N be a coclosed submodule of M. Then,
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Proof. Clearly J(N)dNPiJ(M). So we only show J(N)Z)NΠJ(M).
Suppose K be a submodule of N and small in M. Then, we shall prove that
K is also small in N. If K is not small in N, there is a proper submodule X
of N such that N=K+X. Since NjX is not small in MjX> we have {N/X)+
{YjX)=MjX for some proper submodule Y of M. Then K+X+ Y=N+ Y
=M. Hence Y=M> since K is small in M and X is a submodule of Y. We
have a contradiction. So i£ is small in N. For x^Nf]J(M), xRdN and aJ?
is small in M. Hence we have xR is small in N, so x is in J{N). Therefore,
J(N)z>NnJ(M).
Proposition 5. Every coclosed submodule of a strongly supplemented module
M is also strongly supplemented.
Proof. Suppose N a coclosed submodule of M. Let A^-X=N for
Ay XαN. There is a supplement N
r
 of N in M. Then, M=N+N'=A+
X+N'. Since M is a strongly supplemented, we can take a supplement β
of (A+N') in X Hence, i4+B+ΛΓ'=M and A+BdN. While Λ^  and N'
are supplement of each other by Proposition 3. So we get AJ
r
B=N. Since
Af)Bcz(A+N')r)By B is the supplement of A in X by Lemma 1. There-
fore N is strongly supplemented.
Proposition 6. Le/ L be α hollow module and LaM. Then, L is small
in M, or coclosed in M.
Proof. If L is not coclosed in My there is a proper submodule K of L
such that LjK is small in MjK. Then, since L is hollow, K is small in L and
hence small in M. Therefore L is small in M by Lemma 2.
3. Sum of hollow modules
Lemma 7. Let M/J(M)Z)Σ> ®[(Ni+J(M))IJ(M)] and each Nt is coclosed
submodule of M for i^ I. Then,
Proof. It is clear that 2/( iV,)C/(Σ iVf ) C ( Σ iV,-) Π J(M). For an arbi-
trary element x^(ΣlNi)Γ\J(M), we can find finite subset {1,2, •• ,w}c/ and
^•=^-1 h<^« where Xj^Nj for y = l , 2, •••,#. Then, for any y= 1,2, * ,n,
Since X G / ( M ) , ^ G / ( M ) Π NJ=J(NJ) by Proposition 4. Hence,
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x = *1+ +*»e/(iVO+.. +/(ΛycΣ/(JV1.).
Theorem 8. For a right R-module M the following statements are equivalent.
(1) M is a sum of hollow mldules and J(M) is small in M.
(2) Every maximal submodule of M has a supplement and every proper sub-
module of M is contained in some maximal submodule.
(3) Every submodule A of M, whose factor module MjA is finitely generated,
has a supplement and every proper submodule of M is contained in some maximal
submodule.
(4) M can be written as an irredundant sum M—^Lk where each Lk is
local and J(M) is small in M.
Proof. (3)t=ί>(2): Obvious.
(2)Φ(1): Let H be the sum of all hollow submodules of M. If H is a
proper submodule of M> there exists a maximal submodule N of M with HdN.
Let L be a supplement of N in M. Then, for any proper submodule X of L,
X is contained in N> since N is a maximal submodule and N-\-X is a proper
submodule of M by minimality of L. Hence X<zNf)L and X is small in L
by Lemma 1. Thus L is a hollow module. Therefore L is contained in H>
so M=L+NaH-\-N=N. This is a contradiction. Hence we have H=M.
Now assume A is an arbitrary proper submodule of M. There exists a maximal
submodule B of M with AdB. Then we have A+J(M)dB+J(M)=By so
A +J(M) Φ AT. Hence, J{M) is small in M.
(l)φ(4): Let Λ f = Σ A where each L, is a hollow module. Then,
MIJ(M)=j:[(Li+J(M))lj(M)] and each (Lί+/(iW))//(ilf)*Li/(Lίny(M)) is
simple or zero. Hence, M/J(M) = 2 0 [(L
Λ
 +J(M))IJ(M)] for some subset
i£ C/. Therefore M=]Γ] Lk since /(M) is small. And it is easily verified that
the sum ^Lk is irredundant. Since Lk is not small, so Lk is coclosed in M by
Proposition 6, and Lk is not contained in/(M) for every k^K. Hence J(Lk)=
Lk Π J(M) Φ Lk. Therefore Lk is local.
(4)t=!>(3): Assume M = 2 J Z ^ an irredundant sum of local modules and
J(M) is small in M. Then, * e *
Let A be a proper submodule of M. Since A-\-J(M) is also proper submodule,
there is a nonempty subset K'dK such that
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Take one element k^K' and put K"=K'\{k0}. Then, A+( Σ Lk,')+J(M)
k"*ΞK."
is a proper sub module of M and the factor module Mj[A-\-( XJ Lk»)-\-J(M)]
k"ςΞK"
is a canonical homomorphic image of simple module (LkQ^-J(M))/J(M). Thus
A-\-(Σ$Lk")+J(M) is a maximal submodule of M. Therefore every proper
submodule is contained in some maximal submodule. Furthermore, we assume
that MjA is finitely generated. Then K' is a finite set, say UΓ'={1, ?, •••,«},
and we have
By Lemma 7,
Since each /(L,-) is small in L,, J(L^)-\ \-J(L
n
) is small in L ^ \-L
n
 and
so is ^4fΊ(£iH hAi) Therefore Z^ Π \-L
n
 is a supplement of A in Λf
by Lemma 1.
4. Supplemented modules
Proposition 9. If M is a supplemented module and J(M) is small in My
then M is written as a irredundant sum of local modules.
Proof. We want to show that every proper submodule A is contained in
some maximal submodule of M. There is a supplement B of A in M. Then
J(B)=BΠJ(M)^FB, since B is coclosed by Proposition 3 and J(M) is small.
Hence there is a maximal submodule C of JB. Now we remark that A+C^M.
And consider the canonical epimorphism BIC-+(A+B)I(A+C)=MI(A+C)<
So A-\-C is a maximal submodule of M.
If M is strongly supplemented, then there is a supplement M' of J(M)
in M. Then, by Lemma 1 and Proposition 4, J(M')=M' Γ\J(M) is small in
M' and M' is also strongly supplemented by Proposition 5. Take a supple-
ment K of ΛΓ in y(M). Then J(K)=K[]J{M)=K. So J£ is semihollow
(see [5]) and coclosed. Hence we get the following proposition.
Proposition 10. Every strongly supplemented module M is represented as
where each L, is local and K is semihollow nonlocal (if
and the sum is irredundant.
Corollary 11. The fallowings are equivalent for a module M.
(1) M is a finitely generated supplemented module.
(2) M is a finitely generated module and every maximal submodule of M
has a supplement.
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(3) M=L1-{-L2-\ \-Ln where each L{ is local.
Proof. Since a local module is cyclic hollow and the Jacobson radical of
finitely generated module is small, we have the corollary by Theorem 8.
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